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British theatre has long been regarded as a world-leader in terms of its quality,
creativity and range. Starting in 1900, this book introduces the features that
characterise modern and current British theatre. These features include experimental
performances under motorways alongside plays by Stoppard and Ayckbourn, amateur
theatre and virtual spaces, the emergence of the director, the changing role of writers
and political and community shows. The book is clearly divided into four sections:
where it happens, who does it, what they make and why they do it. It discusses theatre
buildings and theatre which refuses buildings; company organisation, ensembles and
collectives, and different sorts of acting. A large section describes the major work done
for the stage, from Shaw through to Complicite, via poetic drama, different sorts of
realism and documentary drama. The Introduction stands apart from other accounts of
modern British theatre by bringing together buildings, people and plays.
A comprehensive, readable and authoritative introduction to the study of Shakespeare.
This Companion is designed for readers interested in past and present productions of
Shakespeare's plays, both in and beyond Britain. The first six chapters describe
aspects of the British performing tradition in chronological sequence, from the early
staging of Shakespeare's own time, through to the present day. Each relates
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Shakespearean developments to broader cultural concerns and adopts an individual
approach and focus, on textual adaptation, acting, stages, scenery or theatre
management. These are followed by three explorations of acting: tragic and comic
actors and women performers of Shakespeare roles. A section on international
performance includes chapters on interculturalism, on touring companies and on
political theatre, with separate accounts of the performing traditions of North America,
Asia and Africa. Over forty pictures illustrate performers and productions of
Shakespeare from around the world. An amalgamated list of items for further reading
completes the book.
Michael Y. Bennett's accessible Introduction explains the complex, multidimensional
nature of the works and writers associated with the absurd - a label placed upon a
number of writers who revolted against traditional theatre and literature in both similar
and widely different ways. Setting the movement in its historical, intellectual and cultural
contexts, Bennett provides an in-depth overview of absurdism and its key figures in
theatre and literature, from Samuel Beckett and Harold Pinter to Tom Stoppard.
Chapters reveal the movement's origins, development and present-day influence upon
popular culture around the world, employing the latest research to this often challenging
area of study in a balanced and authoritative approach. Essential reading for students
of literature and theatre, this book provides the necessary tools to interpret and develop
the study of a movement associated with some of the twentieth century's greatest and
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most influential cultural figures.
Why did theatre audiences laugh in Shakespeare's day? Why do they still laugh now?
What did Shakespeare do with the conventions of comedy that he inherited, so that his
plays continue to amuse and move audiences? What do his comedies have to say
about love, sex, gender, power, family, community, and class? What place have pain,
cruelty, and even death in a comedy? Why all those puns? In a survey that travels from
Shakespeare's earliest experiments in farce and courtly love-stories to the great
romantic comedies of his middle years and the mould-breaking experiments of his last
decade's work, this book addresses these vital questions. Organised thematically, and
covering all Shakespeare's comedies from the beginning to the end of his career, it
provides readers with a map of the playwright's comic styles, showing how he built on
comedic conventions as he further enriched the possibilities of the genre.
Providing a comprehensive survey of Christopher Marlowe's literary career, this
Introduction presents an approachable account of the life, works and influence of the
groundbreaking Elizabethan dramatist and poet. It includes in-depth discussions of all
of Marlowe's plays, stressing what was new and revolutionary about them as well as
how they made use of existing dramatic models. Marlowe's poems and translations,
sometimes marginalised in discussions of his work, are analysed to emphasise their
literary importance and political resonances. The book presents a balanced discussion
of Marlowe's turbulent life and considers his afterlives: the influence of his work on
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other writers and examples of how his plays have been performed. In addition to
introducing the reader to the historical and religious contexts within which Marlowe
wrote, the Introduction stresses the qualities that continue to make his work fascinating:
intellectual range, radical irony and an awareness of the dangerously compelling power
of theatre.
Scholars, amateur historians and actors have shaped theatre history in different ways
at different times and in different places. This Companion offers students and general
readers a series of accessible and engaging essays on the key aspects of studying and
writing theatre history. The diverse international team of contributors investigates how
theatre history has been constructed, showing how historical facts are tied to political
and artistic agendas and explaining why history matters to us. Beginning with an
introduction to the central narrative that traditionally informs our understanding of what
theatre is, the book then turns to alternative points of view - from other parts of the
world and from the perspective of performers in fields such as music-theatre and circus.
It concludes by looking at how history is written in the 'democratic' age of the Internet
and offers a new perspective on theatre history in our globalised world.
In the history of modern theatre, Ibsen is one of the dominating figures. The sixteen
chapters of this 1994 Companion explore his life and work, providing an invaluable
reference work for students. In chronological terms they range from an account of
Ibsen's earliest pieces, through the years of rich experimentation, to the mature
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'Ibsenist' plays that made him famous towards the end of the nineteenth century.
Among the thematic topics are discussions of Ibsen's comedy, realism, lyric poetry and
feminism. Substantial chapters account for Ibsen's influence on the international stage
and his challenge to theatre and film directors and playwrights today. Essential
reference materials include a full chronology, list of works and essays on twentiethcentury criticism and further reading.

"This new and updated Guide, with over 2,700 cross-referenced entries, covers
all aspects of the American theatre from its earliest history to the present. Entries
include people, venues and companies scattered through the U.S., plays and
musicals, and theatrical phenomena. Additionally, there are some 100 topical
entries covering theatre in major U.S. cities and such disparate subjects as Asian
American theatre, Chicano theatre, censorship, Filipino American theatre, oneperson performances, performance art, and puppetry. Highly illustrated, the
Guide is supplemented with a historical survey as introduction, a bibliography of
major sources published since the first edition, and a biographical index covering
over 3,200 individuals mentioned in the text."--BOOK JACKET.
Includes information about playwrights, important actors and directors, theaters,
companies, movements, events, technology, and other aspects of theater.
This Introduction is an exciting journey through the different styles of theatre that
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twentieth-century and contemporary directors have created. It discusses artistic
and political values, rehearsal methods and the diverging relationships with
actors, designers, other collaborators and audiences, and treatment of dramatic
material. Offering a compelling analysis of theatrical practice, Christopher Innes
and Maria Shevtsova explore the different rehearsal and staging principles and
methods of such earlier groundbreaking figures as Stanislavsky, Meyerhold and
Brecht, revising standard perspectives on their work. The authors analyse, as
well, a diverse range of innovative contemporary directors, including Ariane
Mnouchkine, Elizabeth LeCompte, Peter Sellars, Robert Wilson, Thomas
Ostermeier and Oskaras Koršunovas, among many others. While tracing the
different roots of directorial practices across time and space, and discussing their
artistic, cultural and political significance, the authors provide key examples of the
major directorial approaches and reveal comprehensive patterns in the craft of
directing and the influence and collaborative relationships of directors.
What does 'performance theory' really mean and why has it become so important
across such a large number of disciplines, from art history to religious studies
and architecture to geography? In this introduction Simon Shepherd explains the
origins of performance theory, defines the terms and practices within the field and
provides new insights into performance's wide range of definitions and uses.
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Offering an overview of the key figures, their theories and their impact, Shepherd
provides a fresh approach to figures including Erving Goffman and Richard
Schechner and ideas such as radical art practice, performance studies, radical
scenarism and performativity. Essential reading for students, scholars and
enthusiasts, this engaging account travels from universities into the streets and
back again to examine performance in the context of political activists and
teachers, countercultural experiments and feminist challenges, and ceremonies
and demonstrations.
The Cambridge Companion to American Theatre since 1945 provides an
overview and analysis of developments in the organization and practices of
American theatre. It examines key demographic and geographical shifts
American theatre after 1945 experienced in spectatorship, and addresses the
economic, social, and political challenges theatre artists have faced across
cultural climates and geographical locations. Specifically, it explores artistic
communities, collaborative practices, and theatre methodologies across
mainstream, regional, and experimental theatre practices, forms, and
expressions. As American theatre has embraced diversity in practice and
representation, the volume examines the various creative voices, communities,
and perspectives that prior to the 1940s was mostly excluded from the theatrical
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landscape. This diversity has led to changing dramaturgical and theatrical
languages that take us in to the twenty-first century. These shifting perspectives
and evolving forms of theatrical expressions paved the ground for contemporary
American theatrical innovation.
Macbeth clutches an imaginary dagger; Hamlet holds up Yorick's skull; Lear
enters with Cordelia in his arms. Do these memorable and iconic moments have
anything to tell us about the definition of Shakespearean tragedy? Is it in fact
helpful to talk about 'Shakespearean tragedy' as a concept, or are there only
Shakespearean tragedies? What kind of figure is the tragic hero? Is there always
such a figure? What makes some plays more tragic than others? Beginning with
a discussion of tragedy before Shakespeare and considering Shakespeare's
tragedies chronologically one by one, this 2007 book seeks to investigate such
questions in a way that highlights both the distinctiveness and shared concerns
of each play within the broad trajectory of Shakespeare's developing exploration
of tragic form.
"This Introduction is an exciting journey through the different styles of theatre that
twentieth-century and contemporary directors have created. It discusses artistic
and political values, rehearsal methods and the diverging relationships with
actors and designers, treatment of dramatic material and approaches to
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audiences. Offering a compelling analysis of theatrical practice, Christopher
Innes and Maria Shevtsova explore the different rehearsal and staging principles
and methods of such earlier groundbreaking figures as Stanislavsky, Meyerhold
and Brecht, revising standard perspectives on their work, as well as analysing a
diverse range of innovative contemporary directors, including Ariane
Mnouchkine, Lev Dodin, Peter Brook, and Peter Sellars. While tracing the
different roots of directorial practices across time, and discussing their artistic,
cultural and political significance, the authors provide significant examples of the
major directorial approaches and reveal comprehensive patterns in the craft of
directing and the influence and collaborative relationships of directors"-This Companion is designed for readers interested in the creation, production
and interpretation of Victorian and Edwardian theatre in its own time and on the
contemporary stage. The volume opens with an introduction surveying the
theatre of the time, followed by an essay contextualizing the theatre within the
culture as a whole. Succeeding chapters examine performance, production, and
theatre, including the music, the actors, stagecraft and the audience; plays and
playwriting and issues of class and gender. Chapters also deal with comedy,
farce, melodrama, and the economics of the theatre.
A wide-ranging set of essays that explain what theatre history is and why we
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need to engage with it.
The Cambridge Guide to African and Caribbean Theatre draws on the highly
regarded Cambridge Guide to World Theatre (1989), and updates and refocuses
material to offer a specific view of traditional and contemporary theater activity in
English-, French-, and Portugese-speaking Africa, and the Hispanic and Englishspeaking Caribbean. This volume traces the ancient and complex roots of African
theater--still evident in community festivals and religious rituals--through the
centuries of colonial domination, to the African diaspora and its manifestation in
Caribbean theater. National essays are followed by alphabetically arranged
entries on the major figures in the theatrical arts of that country. Theater buffs
and those concerned with African and Caribbean heritage will find much to
interest them in this authoritative reference work.
Dieses auf vier Bände angelegte Werk ist eine Geschichte der "Institution
Universität" in Europa von ihrer Entstehung im Mittelalter bis in die heutige Zeit
und zugleich eine vergleichende Geschichte der europäischen Universitäten
sowie der außereuropäischen Universitäten, die nach europäischem Muster
gegründet worden sind. Es wird auf Initiative der europäischen
Rektorenkonferenz (CRE), der über 500 wissenschaftliche Hochschulen in 27
europäischen Staaten angehören, von einem internationalen Komitee namhafter
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Wissenschaftler unter dem Vorsitz von Walter Rüegg (Schweiz) herausgegeben.
Absicht dieses Gemeinschaftswerkes ist es, die gesellschaftlichen
Rahmenbedingungen und Aufgaben, die Merkmale geistiger und institutioneller
Identität, die Strukturen, Gestaltungen und Hauptprobleme der europäischen
Universitäten in ihren geschichtlichen Grundlagen und Veränderungen, aber
auch in ihren regionalen Unterschieden, auf dem heutigen Forschungsstand
vergleichend und zusammenfassend darzustellen.
An accessible and lively 2006 introduction to the history of the stage from 1660 to
1900.
The essays in this collection cover the whole range of Irish drama from the late
nineteenth-century melodramas which anticipated the rise of the Abbey Theatre
to the contemporary Dublin of theatre festivals. A team of international experts
from Ireland, the UK, the USA and Europe provide individual studies of
internationally known playwrights of the period of the Literary Revival - Yeats,
Synge, Lady Gregory, Shaw, Wilde, O'Casey - and contemporary playwrights
Brian Friel, Tom Murphy, Frank McGuiness and Sebastian Barry, in addition to
emerging playwrights such as Martin McDonagh and Marina Carr. Further to
studies of individual playwrights the collection also includes examination of the
relationship between the theatre and its political context as this is inflected
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through its ideology, staging and programming. With a full chronology and
bibliography, this collection is an indispensable introduction to one of the world's
most vibrant theatre cultures.
Wo steht die Theatertheorie heute? Längst prägen theatertheoretische Themen
die generellen Diskussionen zu Kunst, Kultur- und Kunstwissenschaft.
Erläuterungen zu Begriffen wie Aktion, Charakter, Illusion, Travestie und Zeit
machen die Zusammenhänge von Darstellung und Verkörperung, Wahrnehmung
und Erfahrung, Präsenz und Repräsentation transparent. Ein modernes Lexikon kenntnisreich und richtungweisend.
Edward Albee, perhaps best known for his acclaimed and infamous 1960s drama
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, is one of America's greatest living playwrights.
Now in his seventies, he is still writing challenging, award-winning dramas. This
collection of essays on Albee, which includes contributions from the leading
commentators on Albee's work, brings fresh critical insights to bear by exploring
the full scope of the playwright's career, from his 1959 breakthrough with The
Zoo Story to his recent Broadway success, The Goat, or Who is Sylvia? (2002).
The contributors include scholars of both theatre and English literature, and the
essays thus consider the plays both as literary texts and as performed drama.
The collection considers a number of Albee's lesser-known and neglected works,
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provides a comprehensive introduction and overview, and includes an exclusive,
original interview with Mr Albee, on topics spanning his whole career.
This Introduction is an exciting journey through the different styles of theatre that
twentieth-century and contemporary directors have created. It discusses artistic
and political values, rehearsal methods and the diverging relationships with
actors, designers, other collaborators and audiences, and treatment of dramatic
material. Offering a compelling analysis of theatrical practice, Christopher Innes
and Maria Shevtsova explore the different rehearsal and staging principles and
methods of such earlier groundbreaking figures as Stanislavsky, Meyerhold and
Brecht, revising standard perspectiv.
A 'how to' guide for students and teachers of theatre history, covering archival
research, developing historical descriptions and writing reports.
An accessible 2006 introduction to early English theatre, from the late medieval
period to 1642.
The drama of the English Middle Ages is perennially popular with students and
theatre audiences alike, and this is an updated edition of a book which has
established itself as a standard guide to the field. The Cambridge Companion to
Medieval English Theatre, second edition continues to provide an authoritative
introduction and an up-to-date, illustrated guide to the mystery cycles, morality
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drama and saints' plays which flourished from the late fourteenth to the midsixteenth centuries. The book emphasises regional diversity in the period and
engages with the literary and particularly the theatrical values of the plays.
Existing chapters have been revised and updated where necessary, and there
are three entirely new chapters, including one on the cultural significance of early
drama. A thoroughly revised reference section includes a guide to scholarship
and criticism, an enlarged classified bibliography and a chronological table.
A comprehensive and authoritative single-volume reference work on the theatre
arts of Asia-Oceania. Nine expert scholars provide entries on performance in
twenty countries from Pakistan in the west, through India and Southeast Asia to
China, Japan and Korea in the east. An introductory pan-Asian essay explores
basic themes - they include ritual, dance, puppetry, training, performance and
masks. The national entries concentrate on the historical development of theatre
in each country, followed by entries on the major theatre forms, and articles on
playwrights, actors and directors. The entries are accompanied by rare
photographs and helpful reading lists.
The first ever companion to theatre and science brings together research on key
topics, performances, and new areas of interest.
An engaging overview of one of the most dynamically entertaining and
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intellectually challenging British playwrights of the past fifty years.
Providing thorough coverage of the methods and tools required in studying
historical and contemporary theatre, this Introduction examines the complexities
of a rapidly changing and dynamic discipline. Following a cross-cultural
perspective, the book surveys the ways theatre and performance are studied by
looking initially at key elements such as performers, spectators and space. The
central focus is on methodology, which is divided into sections covering theatre
theory, historiography and textual and performance analysis. The book covers all
the main theatrical genres - drama, opera and dance - providing students with a
comparative, integrated perspective. Designed to guide students through the
academic dimension of the discipline, the volume emphasizes questions of
methodology, research techniques and approaches, and will therefore be
relevant for a wide variety of theatre studies courses. Informative textboxes
provide background on key topics, and suggestions for further reading are
included at the end of each chapter.
The first in-depth study of theatre's relationship to the public sphere in a wide
range of cultural and historical contexts.
The Cambridge Introduction to Theatre StudiesCambridge University Press
Engaging and stimulating, this Introduction provides a fresh vista of the early modern
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theatrical landscape. Chapters are arranged according to key genres (tragedy, revenge,
satire, history play, pastoral and city comedy), punctuated by a series of focused case
studies on topics ranging from repertoire to performance style, political events to the
physical body of the actor, and from plays in print to the space of the playhouse. Julie
Sanders encourages readers to engage with particular dramatic moments, such as
opening scenes, skulls on stage or the conventions of disguise, and to apply the
materials and methods contained in the book in inventive ways. A timeline and frequent
cross-references provide continuity. Always alert to the possibilities of performance,
Sanders reveals the remarkable story of early modern drama not through individual
writers, but through repertoires and company practices, helping to relocate and reimagine canonical plays and playwrights.
An introductory study into tragedy in drama and literature, and in the real world.
Scenography – the manipulation and orchestration of the performance environment – is
an increasingly popular and key area in performance studies. This book introduces the
reader to the purpose, identity and scope of scenography and its theories and
concepts. Settings and structures, light, projected images, sound, costumes and props
are considered in relation to performing bodies, text, space and the role of the
audience. Concentrating on scenographic developments in the twentieth century, the
Introduction examines how these continue to evolve in the twenty-first century.
Scenographic principles are clearly explained through practical examples and their
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theoretical context. Although acknowledging the many different ways in which design
shapes the creation of scenography, the book is not exclusively concerned with the role
of the theatre designer. In order to map out the wider territory and potential of
scenography, the theories of pioneering scenographers are discussed alongside the
work of directors, writers and visual artists.
This Companion, first published in 2000, addresses the work of women playwrights in
Britain throughout the twentieth century.
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